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StrongMind online Curriculum depends on standards-based assessments. There are five 

graded assignments reflected in the gradebook. The information below will help differentiate 

each type of assessment including how they are graded, where they are found within the 

course, and the default number of student attempts. 

Every StrongMind course comprises 6 units made up of 5 lessons each for a total of 30 lessons. 

 
 

Discussion Boards 

•Activity level question assessment - multiple choice/answer, fill in the blank, matching, true/false

•Computer graded - student receives immediate feedback

•Infinite number of attempts

•Answer options are randomzed with each attempt

•Located in certain activities within each lesson; submitted only after last question is answered

Workbooks

•Lesson level question assessment - multiple choice/answer, fill in the blank, matching, true/false

•Computer graded

•3 attempts by default - teacher can provide more at their discretion

•Questions are randomly selected from a questions pool with each attempt

•Answers are randomized with each attempt

•Located at the end of the first 4 lessons of each unit

Checkpoints

•Unit level question assessment - multiple choice/answer, fill in the blank, matching, true/false

•Computer graded - student receives immediate feedback

•1 attempt by default - teacher can provide more at their discretion

•Questions and answers are randomized for each student, and with each attempt

•Located at the end of the 5th lesson of each unit

Exams

•Written practical application of theoretical knowledge gained throughout unit

•Teacher graded

•Infinite number of posts can be submitted

•Students respond to the prompt at the end of each of the lessons containing a discussion board and 
receive one grade for all posts made within each lesson

Discussions

•Assesses higher DOK  level objectives (essay, presentation, lab)

•Teacher graded

•1 attempt by default - teacher can provide more at their discretion

•No definitive location - most are multi-modular and can span across mutliple units

•Student submission occurs only in last module though students are asked to work on the project 
throughout various lessons

Projects
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Discussion board posts are teacher graded assignments and are worth 100 points by default. 

Students can submit multiple posts within one discussion board, which provides an opportunity 

to increase the points earned in that particular discussion. 

 

The teacher can create their own rubric, if school policy allows, which can be uploaded and 

made accessible to students in the course via Files and/or Pages. To learn how to manage 

course files or add pages, please see the Managing Couse Files and Creating & Managing 

Pages tutorials. 

 

Projects 

The following are the various project types that students may encounter: 

• Simple essay 

• Writing project 

• File upload – audio file, video, PowerPoint, Word document, PDF etc.  

• Question assessment 

 

Some courses incorporate “Project Steps” which presents teachers an opportunity to monitor 

progress though a multi-unit process without detracting from the project percentage pool. For 

example: the research and rough draft components are tied to a gradebook category called 

“Project Steps” while the final project is tied to the regular “Project” category ensuring the final 

draft of the project is worth more than each individual step in the process. Therefore, the student 

receives a less significant grade for the work they complete without it having it negatively impact 

the final project’s grade. The “Project Steps” category might be worth 5% while the “Project” 

category could be worth 15%. This makes the project worth 20% of the student’s final grade 

with most of the grade coming from the final product. 

 

Practice Questions 

There are practice questions within certain activities that serve as a self-check for the students. 

These are not graded and not recorded. Teachers will not see student results for practice 

questions. These questions do provide basic feedback to the student regarding what a correct 

answer should look like after submission. 

 

Removing Assessments 

Teachers are able to unpublish assessments which will remove the assessment from the course 

and the gradebook for all students. Because the assessments are standards based, questions 

that appear in the deactivated assessment are not removed from future assessments, such as 

the final exam.  

 

To remove an assessment for one specific student as opposed to the entire course roster, 

simply exempt the student from that assignment, or utilize the assignment settings to alter which 

students are assigned to complete that assignment. 

https://help.strongmind.com/knowledge-base/managing-course-files/
https://help.strongmind.com/knowledge-base/creating-and-managing-pages/
https://help.strongmind.com/knowledge-base/creating-and-managing-pages/
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If all assignments within one gradebook group are unpublished for the entire course roster, the 

teacher will need to edit the gradebook weights to ensure final grades are calculating properly. 

To learn how to do this, see the Managing Assignment Group Weights tutorial. 

 

Teacher Resource Guides & Curriculum Maps 

All courses have an accompanying Curriculum Map and most courses have Teacher Resource 

Guides. These can be found within the StrongMind course catalog. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://help.strongmind.com/knowledge-base/managing-assignment-group-weights/
https://www.strongmind.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/StrongMind_Course_Catalog_082218-1.pdf

